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Reent Experiments on the Casimir E�et: Desription and AnalysisAstrid Lambreht and Serge Reynaud �,Laboratoire Kastler Brossel yUPMC ase 74Campus JussieuF-75252 Paris edex 05, Frane1 MotivationsAfter its predition in 1948 [1℄, the Casimir fore has been observed in a number of `histori'experiments whih on�rmed its existene and main properties [2, 3, 4℄. The Casimir fore hasreently been measured with a largely improved experimental preision [5℄ whih should allow foran aurate omparison between measured values of the fore and theoretial preditions. Thisomparison is interesting for various reasons.The Casimir fore is the most aessible e�et of vauum utuations in the marosopiworld. As the existene of vauum energy raises diÆulties at the interfae between the theoriesof quantum and gravitational phenomena, it is worth testing this e�et with the greatest areand highest auray [6℄. But the omparison between theory and experiment should take intoaount the important di�erenes between the real experimental onditions and the ideal situationonsidered by Casimir.Casimir alulated the fore between a pair of perfetly smooth, at and parallel plates in thelimit of zero temperature and perfet reetion. He found an expression for the fore FCas and theorresponding energy ECas whih only depend on the distane L, the area A and two fundamentalonstants, the speed of light  and Plank onstant ~FCas = ~�2A240L4 = �dECasdLECas = ~�2A720L3 (1)Eah transverse dimension of the plates has been supposed to be muh larger than L. Conventionsof sign are hosen so that FCas and ECas are positive. They orrespond to an attrative fore(� 0:1�N for A = 1m2 and L = 1�m) and a binding energy.Most experiments have been performed with a sphere-plane geometry whih di�ers fromthe plane-plane geometry onsidered by Casimir. Sine no exat result is available for the formergeometry, the fore is derived from the Deriagin approximation [7℄, often alled in a somewhatimproper manner the proximity fore theorem. With this approximation, the fore is obtained asthe integral of fore ontributions orresponding to the various inter-plate distanes as if theseontributions were independent. In the plane-sphere geometry, the fore is thus determined by theradius R of the sphere and by the Casimir energy as evaluated in the plane-plane on�guration.As disussed in more detail below, the auray of this approximation is not really mastered. This�mailto:reynaud�spetro.jussieu.fr ; http://www.spetro.jussieu.fr/VauumyLaboratoire du CNRS, de l'ENS et de l'Universit�e Pierre et Marie Curie



80 A. Lambreht, S. Reynaud S�eminaire Poinar�ediÆulty also a�ets the auray in the evaluation of the surfae roughness orretions whih isagain based on the Deriagin approximation.The fat that the Casimir fore (1) only depends on fundamental onstants and geometrialfeatures is remarkable. In partiular it is independent of the �ne struture onstant whih appearsin the expression of the atomi Van der Waals fores. This universality property is related to theassumption of perfet reetion used by Casimir in his derivation. Perfet mirrors orrespond toa saturated response to the �elds sine they reet 100 % of the inoming light. This explainswhy the Casimir e�et, though it has its mirosopi origin in the interation of eletrons witheletromagneti �elds, does not depend on the �ne struture onstant. Now, real mirrors are notperfet reetors. The most preise experiments are performed with metalli mirrors whih behaveas nearly perfet reetors at frequenies smaller than a harateristi plasma frequeny but beomepoor reetors at higher frequenies. Hene the Casimir expression has to be modi�ed to aount forthe e�et of �nite ondutivity. At the same time, experiments are performed at room temperaturewhereas the Casimir formula (1) only holds in vauum, that is at zero temperature.A preise knowledge of the Casimir fore is a key point in many aurate fore measurementsfor distanes ranging from nanometer to millimeter. These experiments are motivated either by testsof Newtonian gravity at millimetri distanes [8, 9℄ or by searhes for new weak fores predited intheoretial uni�ation models with nanometri to millimetri ranges [10, 11, 12, 13, 14℄. Basially,they aim at putting limits on deviations from present standard theory through a omparison ofexperimental results with theoretial expetations. The Casimir fore is the dominant fore betweentwo neutral non-magneti objets in the range of interest so that any new fore would appear as adi�erene between experimental measurements and theoretial expetations of the Casimir fore.As far as the aim of a theory-experiment omparison is onerned, the auray of theoryis as ruial as the preision of experiments. If a given auray, say at the 1% level, is aimedat in the omparison, then the theoretial as well as experimental auray have to be masteredat this level independently from eah other. Sine the various orretions to the Casimir formulawhih have already been alluded to may have a magnitude muh larger than the 1% level, a high-auray omparison neessarily requires a preise analysis of the di�erenes between the ideal aseonsidered by Casimir and real situations studied in experiments.2 Experiments before 1997We �rst review some of the experiments performed before 1997.The �rst experiment to measure the Casimir fore between two metals was arried out bySpaarnay in 1958 [15℄. A fore balane based on a spring balane was used to measure the forebetween two at neutral plates for distanes between 0.5 and 2�m. Measurements were arried outfor Al-Al, Cr-Cr and Cr-steel plates through eletromehanial tehniques. Spaarnay disussed themajor diÆulties of the experiments, in partiular the ontrol of the parallelism of the two plates,the determination of the distane between them, and the ontrol of the neutrality of the two metalplates whih is deliate sine the Casimir fore an easily be masked by eletrostati fores. Theexperiment gave evidene of an attrative fore between the two plates and Sparnaay autiouslyreported that \the observed attrations do not ontradit Casimir's theoretial predition". Forthe sake of omparison with reent experiments desribed below, an error bar of the order of 100% may be attributed to this experiment.Probably the �rst unambiguous measurement of the Casimir fore between metalli surfaeswas performed by van Blokland and Overbeek in 1978 [16℄. The fore was measured with the helpof a spring balane between a lens and a at plate, both oated with 50-100nm thik hromiumlayers, for distanes from 132 to 670nm, measured by determining the apaitane of the system.The use of a lens instead of a seond at plate simpli�ed the ontrol of the geometry by suppressing



Vol. 1, 2002 Reent Experiments on the Casimir E�et : Desription and Analysis 81the problem of parallelism. The fore in this on�guration was evaluated with the help of Deriagin'sapproximation disussed in more detail below sine it also plays a key role in reent experiments.The investigators ompared their experimental results to theoretial alulations using the Lifshitztheory for hromium and onluded to an agreement between the measured and alulated forevalues, on�rming for the �rst time the e�et of �nite ondutivity. One may estimate the aurayto be of the order of 25%.The Casimir fore has been observed in a number of other experiments, in partiular [17, 18,19, 20℄. More detailed or systemati reviews may be found in [2, 3, 4, 5℄.3 Reent experimentsReently new measurement tehniques were used to measure the Casimir e�et with improvedauray. Quite a number of experiments have been arried out in the last years and we willdesribe some of them whih seem to be the most signi�ative ones.In 1997 Steve Lamoreaux measured the Casimir fore by using a torsion pendulum [21℄. Thefore was measured between a metallized sphere and a at metalli plate with ontrolled but un-equal eletrostati potential. Sine the eletrostati and Casimir fores were ating simultaneously,it was neessary to substrat preisely the e�et of the eletrostati fore in order to dedue thevalue of the Casimir fore. This measurement was made for distanes between 0.6 and 6 mirons.Comparison between the experimental results and the theoretial preditions was reported to bein agreement at the level of 5 %.After the orretion of inauraies in the initial report [22, 23, 24℄, the results of this exper-iment an be summarized as follows : the fore has been measured, probably with an error bar ofthe order of 10 % at the shortest distanes where the e�et of �nite ondutivity of the Au and Cumetalli layers used in the experiments was unambiguously observed; the error bar was ertainlymuh larger at distanes larger than a few �m where the magnitude of the fore is muh weaker;this probably explains why the temperature orretion has not been seen though it should havebeen seen at the largest distane � 6�m explored in the experiment (see below). It is diÆult to bemore aÆrmative on this topi, in partiular beause this experiment was stopped by the reloationof Steve Lamoreaux.Shortly after this publiation, a seond measurement was reported by Umar Mohideen [25℄followed by several reports with an improved preision [26, 27℄. This experiment is based on theuse of an atomi fore mirosope (AFM). A metallized sphere is �xed on the antilever of themirosope and brought to the lose viinity of a at metalli plate, at a distane between 0.1 and0.9�m. Both surfaes are put at the same eletrostati potential and the Casimir fore is measuredby the deetion of a laser beam on the top of the antilever, as shown on Figure 1.The omparison between experimental results and theoretial preditions has been performedfor Al and Au oated surfaes. A typial experimental auray at the level of 1% is obtained witha omparable agreement with theory, as depited on Figure 2. Theoretial points are based on themethods desribed below. They take into aount the e�et of roughness. The same group has alsostudied the e�et of sinusoidal orrugations on the properties of the Casimir fore [28, 29℄.An independent measurement has been published in 2000 by Thomas Ederth [30℄ who alsoused an AFM with the same working priniple as for Mohideen's experiments. The fore wasmeasured between two neutral metalli rossed ylinders (urvature 10 mm) at short distanesranging from 20 to 100nm. Great e�orts allowed Ederth to redue the surfae roughness down to alevel of about 3nm, to be ompared with the usual value of the order of 30nm whih is due to thesputtering tehniques used to oat the mirrors. After a areful error analysis, Ederth onluded toan auray at the level of several %.We also want to mention experiments done by Federio Capasso and his group at Bell Labs,
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Figure 1: Experimental setup of the Casimir fore measurement in [25, 26, 27℄. The fore is measuredbetween the sphere and the plate with the distane of losest approah d (denoted L in the presentreport). The sphere is �xed on the antilever of an AFM and its position measured by the deetionof a laser beam on the top of the antilever. With kind ourtesy of Umar Mohideen.whih observe the Casimir e�et on miroeletromehanial systems (MEMS) [31, 32℄. The latterare movable strutures fabriated on a semiondutor wafer through integrated iruit tehnologyand they are used as a new generation of sensors and atuators working in the mirometer orsubmirometer distane range. The experiment is again similar in its priniple to those of theMohideen group. The Casimir fore is measured between a polystyrene sphere and a polysilionplate with metalli oatings. The plate is suspended so that it ould rotate around an axis. Thevariation of the plate rotation angle when the sphere is approahed to a distane between 100nmand 1�m reveals the Casimir fore with a magnitude agreeing with theory. When the plate is set intoosillation, frequeny shifts, histereti behavior and bistability are observed, again in agreementwith the e�et of the Casimir fore predited by the theory. The main interest of these experimentsis to show that the Casimir fore plays a signi�ant role in systems of tehnologial interest likethe MEMS. This is not surprising sine it is the dominant fore in the mirometer range and thisexperiment shows that mehanial e�ets of quantum vauum utuations have to be taken intoaount in miro- or nanotehnology [33℄.Experiments desribed in the present setion up to this point use a sphere-plane geometry ora rossed ylinders geometry. Their analysis relies on the auray of the Deriagin approximationwhih is not preisely known. This is not the ase for the experiments performed in the initialCasimir geometry with two parallel at plates. A measurement in this geometry has reentlybeen reported on by Bressi, Carugno, Onofrio and Ruoso [34℄. The fore is observed between twoparallel at plates oated with hromium, one of whih is mounted on a silion antilever whilethe other one is �xed on a rigid piezoeletri stak. The plate �xed on the piezoeletri stak isset into osillatory motion and this indues a varying Casimir fore onto the plate mounted onthe antilever. The motion of the latter is then monitored by using a tunneling eletromehanialtransduer. The measurement has been performed for distanes between 0.5 and 3�m and the
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Figure 2: Comparison between experimentally measured values and theoretial preditions of theCasimir fore, as reported in [26℄; the squares and bars represent experimental points and errorsbars for a few of them; the solid line represents theoretial preditions. With kind ourtesy of UmarMohideen.result has been found to agree with theory at the 15% preision level.4 The e�et of imperfet reetionAs explained in the introdution, a preise theory-experiment omparison requires not only adetailed ontrol of the experiments but also a areful estimation of the theoretial expetation of thefore in the real onditions of the experiments. We begin here by the more spetaular \orretion"to the ideal Casimir formula (1) whih is assoiated with imperfet reetion of mirrors.No real mirror an be onsidered as a perfet reetor at all �eld frequenies. In partiular,the most preise experiments are performed with metalli mirrors whih show perfet reetiononly at frequenies smaller than a harateristi plasma frequeny !P whih depends on the theproperties of ondution eletrons in the metal. Hene the Casimir fore between metal plates does�t the ideal Casimir formula (1) only at distanes L muh larger than the plasma wavelength�P = 2�!P (2)For metals used in the reent experiments, this wavelength lies in the 0:1�m range (107nm for Aland 136nm for Cu and Au). At distanes smaller or of the order of the plasma wavelength, the �niteondutivity of the metal has a signi�ant e�et on the fore. The idea has been known sine along time [35, 36℄ but the investigation of the e�et of imperfet reetion has been systematiallydeveloped only reently.



84 A. Lambreht, S. Reynaud S�eminaire Poinar�eWe �rst onsider the initial Casimir geometry with perfetly plane, at and parallel platesat zero temperature. We thus restrit our attention on the e�et of the reetion properties of themirrors desribed by sattering amplitudes whih depend on the frequeny of the inoming �eld.Assuming that these amplitudes obey general properties of unitarity, high-frequeny transparenyand ausality, one derives a regular expression of Casimir fore whih is free from the divergenesusually assoiated with the in�niteness of vauum energy. The avity formed by the two mirrors anbe dealt with by using the Fabry-P�erot theory. Vauum �eld utuations impinging the avity havetheir energy either enhaned or dereased inside the avity, depending on whether their frequenyis resonant or not with a avity mode. The radiation pressure assoiated with these utuationsexerts a fore on the mirrors whih is direted either inwards or outwards respetively. Finally, itis the balane between the inward and outward ontributions, when they are integrated over the�eld frequenies and inidene angles, whih gives the net Casimir fore [37℄.The tehniques of analytial ontinuation of the response funtions in the omplex planealready used in [35℄ allow one to write the Casimir fore as an integral over imaginary frequenies! = i� with � real F = ~A� Xp Z d2k4�2 1Z0 d� �rp1 [i�;k℄ rp2 [i�;k℄e2�L � rp1 [i�;k℄ rp2 [i�;k℄� �pk2 + �2 (3)rpj [!;k℄ is the reetion amplitude for the two mirrors j = 1; 2 and the �eld mode haraterizedby a frequeny !, a tranverse wavevetor k (transverse means orthogonal to the main diretion ofthe avity, that is also parallel to the plane of the plates) and a polarization p. The amplitudesappear in the expression (3) at imaginary frequenies ! = i� where they have real and positivevalues. The fration appearing in (3) represents the di�erene between the radiation pressures onouter and inner sides of the avity after the ontinuation to the imaginary axis. It is determinedby the produt of the reetion amplitudes of the two mirrors and by an exponential fator e2�Lrepresenting the propagation dephasing for the �eld after a roundtrip in the avity, that is apropagation length 2L. Expression (3) inludes the ontribution of the modes freely propagatinginside and outside the avity but also the ontribution of evanesent waves on�ned to the viinityof the mirrors.Equation (3) is a onvergent integral for any ouple of mirrors desribed by sattering ampli-tudes obeying the properties of ausality, passivity and high frequeny transpareny. This meansthat the potential divergene assoiated with the in�niteness of vauum energy has been uredby using the physial properties of sattering amplitudes, that is also by desribing mirrors justas optiians do desribe mirrors. Furthermore expression (3) does not depend on any partiularmirosopi model but may be applied to any reetion amplitude obeying the general propertiesalready disussed.The ideal Casimir result is reovered at the limit where mirrors may be onsidered as perfetover the frequeny range of interest, that is essentially over the �rst few resonane frequenies ofthe avity [37℄. Otherwise, the e�et of imperfet reetion is desribed by a redution fator �Fwhih multiplies the ideal Casimir expression (1) to give the fore F between real mirrorsF = �FFCas (4)In order to go further, we have to speialize the general expression (3) to a model of mir-rors. The ommonly used model orresponds to reetion on bulk mirrors with an optial responsedesribed by a dieletri funtion " (!). The reetion amplitudes orresponding to the two polar-



Vol. 1, 2002 Reent Experiments on the Casimir E�et : Desription and Analysis 85izations p = TE;TM are thus given by the Fresnel formulas for eah mirrorrTEj [i�;k℄ = �p�2" (i�) + 2k2 � �p�2" (i�) + 2k2 + �rTMj [i�;k℄ = p�2" (i�) + 2k2 � �" (i�)p�2" (i�) + 2k2 + �" (i�) (5)Taken together, relations (3,5) reprodue the Lifshitz expression for the Casimir fore [35℄. Itis worth stressing however that relations (3) have a wider domain of validity sine, as alreadydisussed, they allow one to deal with more general sattering amplitudes than (5).The optial response of ondution eletrons in metals is approximately desribed by a plasmamodel, that is by a dieletri funtion " (!) = 1� !2P!2 (6)A better desription is given by the Drude model whih aounts for the relaxation of ondutioneletrons " (!) = 1� !2P! (! + i) (7)Sine the ratio !P is muh smaller than unity, the relaxation parameter  has a signi�ant e�eton " only at frequenies where the latter is muh larger than unity and where, aordingly, themirror is nearly perfetly reeting. It follows that relaxation has a small inuene on the value ofthe Casimir fore [38℄.In ontrast, the modi�ation of the dieletri onstant due to interband transitions has anobservable e�et on the Casimir fore measured at distanes of the order of the plasma wavelength[38℄. This appears on the results of numerially integrated values of the redution fator �F shownon Figure (3). The solid line represents the fator alulated for two idential Au mirrors desribedby the plasma model with the plasma wavelength �P = 136nm orresponding to Au. Meanwhile,the dashed line represents the fator alulated by using the tabulated optial data for Au [38℄.This �gure learly shows that the e�et of imperfet reetion is important at the smallestdistanes explored in the experiments : the redution fator is of the order of 50% for Au mirrorsat a distane around 0.1�m. It also appears that a areful desription of the optial properties ofmetals is neessary to obtain a preise estimation of the fore : in partiular, the desription ofmetals by the plasma model is not suÆient if an auray in the 1% range is aimed at.5 The e�et of temperatureThe preeding estimations were orresponding to experiments whih would be performed at zerotemperature. But all experiments to date have been performed at room temperature and the radi-ation pressure of thermal �eld utuations has a signi�ant ontribution to the fore at distaneslarger than or of the order of a thermal wavelength [39, 40℄�T = ~kBT (8)with �T � 7�m at room temperature.It is in priniple quite simple to desribe the e�et of thermal �eld utuations whih aresuperimposed to vauum utuations. At zero temperature indeed, the �eld energy per mode is
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Figure 3: Redution fator �F for the Casimir fore between two idential Au mirrors at zerotemperature as a funtion of the distane L. The solid and dashed lines orrespond to evaluationsbased respetively on the plasma model with �P = 136nm and on tabulated optial data for Au.simply the vauum ontribution 12~!. At a non zero temperature, the �eld energy is the sum ofthis vauum ontribution and of the energy of the mean number n of photons per mode given byPlank law 12~! �! �12 + n� ~! (9)This means that the ontribution of a mode of frequeny ! to the Casimir fore has to be multipliedby a fator 1 + 2n (!) = 1tanh ~!2kBT (10)After the analytial ontinuation to the imaginary axis, expression (3) has to be modi�ed byinserting a fator 1 + 2n (i�) in the integrand. This fator has at frequenies �m = m 2�kBT~ (minteger) whih must be treated with great are. It may be expanded as a series of exponentialfuntions, whih leads to equation (7) of [41℄ used in this paper as the starting point of numerialintegration of the orretion fator �F.This orretion fator is drawn on Figure 4 as a funtion of the distane L. Here, we havehosen to onsider two idential Al mirrors desribed by a plasma model with the plasma wave-length �P = 107nm. The solid line represents the orretion fator �F in suh a on�gurationat room temperature T = 300K. For the sake of omparison, we have also represented, as thedashed line, the plasma orretion �PF evaluated with the same mirrors at zero temperature and,as the dotted-dashed line, the thermal orretion �TF evaluated with perfet reetors at roomtemperature.The plasma orretion fator �PF desribes only the e�et of imperfet reetion and orre-sponds to the redution of the fore disussed in the preeding setion. Meanwhile the thermal
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Figure 4: Corretion fators for the Casimir fore between two idential Al mirrors desribed by aplasma model with �P = 107nm) at room temperature T = 300K as funtions of the distane L.The solid, dashed and dotted-dashed lines represent respetively the whole orretion fator �F,the plasma orretion fator �PF desribing only the e�et of imperfet reetion and the thermalorretion fator �TF desribing only the e�et of temperature.orretion fator �TF desribes only the e�et of temperature : it is omputed for perfet ree-tion and orresponds to an inrease of the fore. The two fators are appreiable respetively atdistanes smaller than 1�m and larger than 1�m. It follows that the whole orretion �F givingthe fore F when both e�ets are simultaneously aounted for is essentially equal to the produtof the plasma and thermal orretion fators. This is however an approximation the auray ofwhih has to be arefully disussed when a preise evaluation is aimed at.In order to evaluate the quality of this approximation, it is worth writing the whole orretionfator as �F = �PF�TF (1 + ÆF) (11)A null value for ÆF would mean that the whole orretion fator may e�etively be evaluated asthe produt of the plasma and thermal orretions omputed independently from eah other. Inontrast, a non null value represents a orrelation of the plasma and thermal orretions.The variation of the orrelation fator ÆF has been disussed in a detailed manner in [41, 42℄.It turns out that this orrelation should be taken into aount when an auray at or beyond the1% level is needed. This stems from the fat that the orrelation sales as the ratio �P�T of the twowavelengths whih haraterize respetively the plasma and thermal e�ets and is of the order of10�2 for ordinary metals at room temperature. The orrelation fator is appreiable at distaneslarger than 1�m where the plasma model is known to be a good e�etive desription of the metallioptial response. This justi�es the use of this model in [41, 42℄. At short distanes, say around 0.1-0.5�m, a more omplete desription of the metalli optial response is needed but the temperatureorretion is negligible in this distane range. Note also that an analytial approximation of theorrelation fator has been given in [41℄ through a perturbative development of the fore to �rst



88 A. Lambreht, S. Reynaud S�eminaire Poinar�eorder in �P�T . The resulting expression is found to �t well the results of the omplete numerialintegration, with an auray muh better that the 1% level. It provides one with a simple methodfor getting an aurate theoretial expetation of the Casimir fore throughout the whole distanerange explored in the experiments.For the sake of ompleteness, we may mention that the evaluation of the Casimir fore betweenreal mirrors at a non zero temperature has reently given rise to a burst of ontroversial results[43, 44, 45℄ (see also [46, 47, 48, 49, 50℄). As far as this ontroversy is onerned, the evaluationsdedued here from [41℄ are in agreement with the results of [45℄ and at variane with the onlusionsof [43, 44℄.6 E�et of the geometryIt now remains to desribe how the e�et of geometry is inluded in the theoretial estimations ofthe Casimir fore.As already disussed, most experiments are performed in a sphere-plane geometry whihdi�ers from the plane-plane geometry for whih exat expressions are available. The fore in theformer geometry is derived from the Deriagin approximation [7℄ whih basially amounts to sumup the ontributions orresponding to various inter-plate distanes as if these ontributions wereindependent. In the plane-sphere geometry, the result is simply determined by the radius R of thesphere and by the Casimir energy as evaluated in the plane-plane on�gurationFsphere�plane = 2�RA Eplane�planeEplane�plane = 1ZL dx Fplane�plane (x) = �EECas (12)We have introdued a orretion fator �E for the Casimir energy, evaluated for the plane-planegeometry in the same manner as �F for the Casimir fore in (4).Colleting these results leads to the �nal expression of the Casimir fore in the sphere-planegeometry Fsphere�plane = ~�3R360L3 �E (13)We have shown on Figure (5) the numerially integrated values of the redution fator �E for twoidential Au mirrors at zero temperature. As on Figure (3), the solid line represents the fatoralulated for mirrors desribed by the plasma model with �P = 136nm whereas the dashed linerepresents the fator dedued from the tabulated optial data for Au [38℄.We have onsidered here the ase of a null temperature so that the evaluation is orret onlyat distanes smaller than 1�m whih orresponds to the most preise results obtained by Mohideengroup. At longer distanes, the temperature orretion has to be taken into aount and this anbe done by following the method presented in the preeding setion.At short distanes, surfae roughness orretions are also signi�ant. They are inluded byusing again the Deriagin approximation [51℄, whih amounts to average the value of the Casimirfores on the various values of the inter-plate distanes. A reent publiation [52℄ opens the routeto more preise evaluations of the plate orrugation and, potentially, of the surfae roughness.As it ould be expeted, the e�et of orrugation is found to depend on the wavelength of thesurfae perturbation and not only on its amplitude. In this new evaluation, the result of theDeriagin approximation is reovered only at the limit of large wavelengths or, equivalently, smallwavevetors of the surfae perturbation.
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